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Overview

• Measurement for improvement
• Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) Cycles
• Practice



Measurement for Improvement

“Measurement should be used to speed things 
up, not slow things down.”

IHI (1996). Breakthrough Series guide: Reducing delays and waiting times. Boston: Institute for 
Healthcare Improvement. 



Measurement for Improvement
Intended to help us:
• Understand the current state
• Understand if what we’re doing is an improvement
• Document and share results of change
• Learn

Not intended for:
• Judgment
• Research



Source: Solberg LI, Moser G, McDonald S. (1997) The three faces of performance measurement: 
Improvement, Accountability and Research. Journal of Quality Improvement, 23(3). 



Developing Project Measures

• Make sure interests of end users are 
represented in measures
• If possible, look at data before and after change
– But don’t eliminate a measure if not possible

• Choose 3-8 measures that are useful and 
manageable



Types of Measures



PDSA Cycle



P L A N

D O

S T U DY

AC T

Determine what you want to learn and how you 
can learn it

Test and measure to find out if your prediction 
was right

Compare your prediction to the actual result

Decide what to do next 

PDSA Cycle



P L A N The learning opportunity, test, or implementation 
was planned and includes:

• Questions to be answered
• Predictions of the answers to the questions
• Plan for collection of the data to answer the 

questions

Steps: Plan



D O
The plan was attempted. Observations are made 
and recorded, including those things that were 
not part of the plan.

Steps: Do



S T U DY Time was set aside to compare the data with the 
predictions and study the results.

Steps: Study



AC T Action was rationally based on what was learned.

Steps: Act



P LAN

DO

STUDY

ACT

Example: Meeting Time Punctuality

5 minutes per agenda item will keep the meeting from 
running over the scheduled time

Bring a timer to meeting and time each agenda item, 
stopping discussion at the 5 minute mark

For some agenda items, 5 minutes was not enough time to 
fully address the issue

Have an alert at 5 minutes, but allow the discussion to 
carry on for up to 3 more minutes if necessary



Example: Falls with Injury

P L A N

D O

S T U DY

AC T

Get hip protectors, ask one resident to try them for 1 
week. Assess impact on number of falls with injury.

Ask resident to wear this week.

Get feedback from resident. We learned they’re not 
comfortable and hard to put on.

Adapt the test to look at: new brand? Better way to put 
on? Test with other residents?



Bringing It All Together



PRACTICE



Practice

Using change ideas from your driver diagram:
• Develop Plan for PDSA cycle to test change
• Identify how you will measure test
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Questions


